
n Rear Bumper Diffuser 
Lower rear body panel helps to direct air  
flow and adds a sculpted finishing touch  
to the BRZ lower rear body line.
E5610CA000

n Fog Light Kit
Casts a low and wide beam of light to help 
enhance vision in inclement weather. 
H4510CA000 (Standard on Limited models)

n Car Cover
Helps protect the exterior 
of your vehicle. Made of 
lightweight breathable material.
M001SCA000 (Car Cover)
M0010AS020 (Car Cover Bag)

n Chrome Fender Trim
Add a stylish touch of chrome or 
black to the fender grille panels.
E7110CA000 (Chrome)
E7110CA100 (Black)

n Carbon Fiber Key Fobs
Carbon fiber composite and 
stainless steel key fobs with leather 
strap and universal split ring.
SOA342L148  (BRZ)
SOA342L138  (Subaru)

n Cigarette Lighter
Replaces the power outlet 
in the center console stack.
H6710CA100

n Valve Stem Caps
Add a finishing touch to your 
Subaru. These caps feature “O” 
ring seals to help keep the valve 
orifices clean.
SOA342L137

n Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass and HomeLink®

Mirror darkens when headlights are detected from behind the vehicle. Includes 
electronic compass and three integrated HomeLink® buttons which can be 
programmed to operate most garage door openers and other HomeLink 
compatible devices.
H501SCA101
H501SSA041 (Adapter)

n Auto-Dimming Mirror with Compass
Mirror darkens when headlights are detected from behind 
the vehicle. Includes integrated electronic compass. 
H501SCA001
H501SSA041 (Adapter)

n Battery Warmer
Warms vehicle’s battery 
for easier starting in 
extremely cold weather. 
Plugs into a household 
electrical outlet. 
J601SCA000

n Wheel Locks
Helps to deter theft of wheels and tires.
B321SFG000 (Alloy Wheels)

n STI Alloy Wheels
The STI 15-spoke, 17" wheels help to give the BRZ the perfect blend of attitude 
and style, combined with improved handling performance and steering precision. 
This is due to the reduced weight of the alloy when compared to stock alloy 
wheels. The wheels are finished in black and finished off with STI branded center 
caps.   
28111CA060 (Wheel)
28821FE141 (Center Cap)
906400003 (Grommet)
903100179 (Washer)
902860008 (Nut)
28109CA000 (Valve)

n Ash Tray 
Fits conveniently in the center console cup 
holder. Easily removed to empty contents.
92172AG040 (Ash Tray) 
F6010AG010 (Mounting Sleeve)
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n Roadside Emergency Kit
The roadside emergency kit contains a range of essential items to assist in an 
automotive emergency. Including jumper cables, a reflective triangle, first aid 
kit and more, the kit is designed to help keep you safe, warm and dry - and 
get on the road again. The components of the kit are packaged in a padded, 
embroidered carry case. 
SOA868V9510

n Auto/Media
n Exterior 
n Interior  

n Racking
n Performance

n Severe Weather Companion
The severe weather kit contains just about everything needed to handle an 
unexpected weather emergency while traveling. Included are items which help 
provide the basic necessities such as warmth, light, water, first aid, and the 
ability to signal for help; all packaged in a handy padded canvas carrying case. 
SOA868V9501
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n Trunk Spoiler 
Sleek, low profile design adds just  
the right amount of attitude to your BRZ.  
Comes pre-painted and ready to install.
E7218CA000V2   (Crystal Black Silica)
E7218CA000W6   (Crystal White Pearl)
E7218CA000EN   (Dark Gray Metallic)
E7218CA000TQ   (Ice Silver Metallic)
E7218CA000T2   (Pure Red)
E7218CA000E4 (WR Blue Pearl)
(Standard on Limited models)

n Rear Bumper Applique 
Clear, scratch-resistant vinyl film helps to protect 
bumper upper surface and leading edge. Includes a 
discrete pearl-colored Subaru logo. 
E771SCA700

n 10 Inch Powered Subwoofer 
Provides powerful deep bass, and also assists in a clean sound reproduction 
from all vehicle speakers. This is achieved by its integrated 100W amplifier and 
a passive crossover network. The self-contained unit mounts in the trunk of the 
vehicle. Manufactured for Subaru of America by Kicker®. 
H630SCA000
Cannot be installed with Cargo Tray.

n Rear Cargo Tray
Helps protect the trunk from stains and dirt while providing a surface that helps 
reduce the shifting of cargo while driving. 
J501SCA000
Cannot be installed with Subwoofer.

n Slim Carbon Fiber License Plate Frame
Carbon fiber composite license plate frame is hand made with 
thick resin-impregnated carbon fiber cloth, and is finished in a 
UV resistant clear coat. Kit includes hardware hider caps.
SOA342L142 

n Slim License Plate Frames
Manufactured from heavy-gauge 304 stainless steel that 
will not rust or corrode. Kit includes hardware hider caps.
SOA342L104 (Polished Stainless Steel)
SOA342L105 (Matte Black)

n "Subaru" License Plate Frames
New! Available in polished stainless steel or matte black 
finish over stainless steel. Includes Subaru logo and name.
SOA342L152 (Stainless Steel) 
SOA342L153 (Matte Black)

n License Plate Frames  
Frames are available with a variety 
of UV resistant polyurethane 
logos and come in either mirror 
polish or matte black.
Matte Black
SOA342L146 (BRZ) 
Polished Stainless Steel
SOA342L127 (Subaru)
SOA342L147 (BRZ)

n Sunshade
Foldable Sunshade offers a triple layer of protection to help reduce inside vehicle 
temperature up to 40 degrees. The Sunshade is custom-cut to fit properly, and 
includes a handy storage bag.  
SOA3991500

n Footwell Illumination Kit
Casts a soft red glow onto the front floor area. Also available in blue.  
H701SCA000 (Red) 
H701SCA100 (Blue) 

n STI Under Spoiler - Front 
STI Under Spoiler gives the BRZ a mean, ground-hugging attitude. Includes STI 
logo.
E2410CA000

n STI Under Spoiler - Side 
Continue the mean ground-hugging attitude down the rocker panels of the BRZ. 
Kit includes both left and right side under spoilers. Includes STI logo.
E2610CA000 

n STI Under Spoiler - Rear Quarter  
Complete the ground-hugging look on the side of the BRZ with the  
addition of the rear quarter under spoiler. Kit includes both right and left side 
under spoilers. 
E5610CA100  

n Parking Only Sign  
Keep your parking spot exclusive for your 
BRZ. Kit includes 8" x 12" sign, mounting 
screws and hider caps. 
SOA342L151

n Chrome Fuel Door Cover
Adds a touch of flair to the fuel door cover.
J1210CA800

n Cargo Organizer
Conveniently transports your outdoor 
gear or up to four grocery bags. 
Quickly collapses for easy storage 
when not in use.
SOA567T100

n Engine Block Heater
Warms engine coolant to promote easier starting in extremely 
cold conditions. Plugs into a household electrical outlet.  
A091SCA000
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